In this paper, we study M oldtsov notion of soft set and fuzzy soft set considering the fact that the parameters are mostly fuzzy hedges or fuzzy parameters. We also, study the notion of fuzzy soft lattice on groups, homomorphic image, preimage of fuzzy soft lattices, arbitrary family of fuzzy soft lattices and fuzzy normal soft lattices using T-norms. Also the notion of sensible fuzzy soft lattice in groups and some related properties on it are investigated.
INTRODUCTION
In 1999 M olodtsov [9] , initiated the novel concept of soft set theory which is completely new approach for modeling, vagueness and uncertainties. Soft set theory has a rich potential for applications in several directions, few of which had been shown by Molodtsov in [9] . After M olodtsov work, some different applications of soft set theory were studied in [5] .
Furthermore M aji, Biswas and Roy worked on soft set theory in [7] . Also M aji et.al [6] presented the definition of fuzzy soft set and Roy et.al presented some applications of thenotion in decision making problems. The algebraic structures of set theories dealing with uncertainities has also been studied by some authors. Rosenfield [10] proposed the concept of fuzzy groups in order to establish the algebraic structures of fuzzy sets. Rough groups were defined by Biswas and some authors have studied the algebraic properties of rough sets as well. Recently many authors discuss the soft set research on the soft set theory is progressing rapidly. For example, the concept of soft semi ring [4] , soft groups [5] , soft BCK / BCI algebras, soft BL-algebras and fuzzy soft groups.
In this paper, we study M oldtsov notion of soft set and fuzzy soft set considering the fact that the parameters are mostly fuzzy hedges or fuzzy parameters. We introduce the notion of fuzzy soft lattice on groups, homomorphic image, pre-image of fuzzy soft lattices, arbitrary family of fuzy soft lattices and fuzzy normal soft lattices using T-norms. Also the notion of sensible fuzzy soft lattices in groups and some related properties on it are investigated. Proof : Assume that B is a Fuzzy Soft Lattice of G. Let x, y G.
PRELIMINARIES
is a Fuzzy Soft Lattice of G. 
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